
Group 3 - Particle Detectors
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Just as hunters can identify animals from tracks in mud or snow, 
physicists identify subatomic particles from the traces they leave in 

detectors.
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Basic principles of particle detection
The information obtained on a particle like speed, mass, and electric charge help physicists to work out the identity of a particle. The detectors are made up of 
strong magnetic field (4T) with operating temperature of about 4K  and an electric current of 20KA for bending the highly energetic particles, The detectors like 
CMS have 3 main types of sub-detector. Tracking device,Calorimeters and Particle identification detector.
A particle normally travels in a straight line, but in the presence of a magnetic field around the particle detector, its path is bent into a curve, the curvature of the 
path helps to calculate the momentum and hence identify its type. Particles with very high momentum travel in almost straight lines, whereas those with low 
momentum move forward in tight spirals inside the detector.

Tracking devices

In particle physics, tracking is the process of reconstructing the trajectory (or track) of electrically charged particles in a particle detector known as a tracker. 
Tracking devices reveal the paths of electrically charged particles through the trails they leave behind/ as they pass through, the modern tracking devices do not 
make the tracks of particles directly visible. Instead, they produce tiny electrical signals that a computer program can reconstructs the patterns of tracks recorded by 
the detector, and displays them on a screen. The tracker has layers made up of silicon
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http://public-archive.web.cern.ch/public-archive/en/research/Detector-en.html#tracking
http://public-archive.web.cern.ch/public-archive/en/research/Detector-en.html#calorimeter
http://public-archive.web.cern.ch/public-archive/en/research/Detector-en.html#identif
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle_detector


Calorimeters and Particle identification detectors

 

A calorimeter measures the energy of a particle by stopping or absorbing its energy.the particle are, forced  to deposit all of their energy within the detector. 
Calorimeters  consist of layers of “passive” (heavy) or “absorbing”material,e.g  iron, copper, tungsten, lead – interleaved  with layers of an “active” medium such 
as solid lead-glass or liquid argon. Calorimeters such as Electromagnetic calorimeters (ECAL), measure the energy of light particles like electrons and photons 
as they interact with the electrically charged particles in matter while Hadronic calorimeters (HCAL), samples the energy of hadrons (particles containing 
quarks, such as protons and neutrons) as they interact with atomic nuclei.

Calorimeters can stop most known particles except muons and neutrinos, muons interacts very little with matter – it can travel through metres of dense material 
before it is stopped. For this reason, muon chambers – tracking devices are specialized to be the outermost layer of a detector.

Particle-identification detectors: Once a particle has passed through the tracking devices and the calorimeters, the rest task is to identity. The method work 
by detecting radiation emitted by charged particles.This is done through:-

● Cherenkov radiation: this is light emitted when a charged particle travels faster than the speed of light through a given medium. The light is given off at 
a specific angle according to the velocity of the particle. Combined with a measurement of the momentum of the particle, the velocity can be used to 
determine the mass and hence to identify the particle.

● Transition radiation: this radiation is produced by a fast charged particle as it crosses the boundary between two electrical insulators with different 
resistances to electric currents. The phenomenon is related to the energy of a particle and distinguishes different particle types.
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Particle identification detector
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Tracking particles with a cloud chamber
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Tracks of the particles in cloud chamber
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B3UokGWWnlVFamRBdVVTLUMwblU/preview


Benefits of an old-fashioned detector - The bubble 
chamber
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● What are those very different lines?
Misconception: “We see particles…”
Misconception: The students think, what they 
see is the path of the particle rather than it’s 
projection in 2D.

● What can we learn from right- (left-) curved 
traces?
Chance: Revision of Right/Left-Hand-rule / 
Lorentz-Force

● Can we do more with such pictures?
Chance: Introduction of weak charge in 
addition to el. charge.
Chance: Calculating momentum and energy 
by measuring the radius.
Therefore: use geogebra!
Problem: 2D-projection, missing z-component 
of momentum.



Transformation of a neutral particle - Example in ggb
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1.) Import to 
geogebra 
and scale.

2.) construct   
circles and 
measure radii.

3.) Calculate 
projections of 
momentum of 
each particle and 
calculate total 
momentum.

4.) Calculate 
energy of every 
new particle and 
calculate total 
energy. 

5.) Calculate 
invariant mass.

To make it easy: Prepare excel-sheet 
and work with units of eV, eV/c, eV/c²...



Activity: ATLAS-Detector and parts
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Identifying particles animation 
https://kjende.web.cern.ch/kjende/e
n/wpath_teilchenid1.htm

https://kjende.web.cern.ch/kjende/en/wpath_teilchenid1.htm
https://kjende.web.cern.ch/kjende/en/wpath_teilchenid1.htm


The CMS Detector
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